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63 Shares Recently in the market for a new aroma diffuser for our living room, I did what everyone else does: I jumped online in search of a damn good deal! I love using essential oils around the home for just about everything: cleaning, well-being, helping with aches and pains and of course making the home smell
incredible! In my online hunt for a decent diffuser, of course, I was immediately bombarded with all the lovely online discount stores, spamming the living hell out of your email inbox. The diffusers available on said sites looked... Okay.... But was actually available a little cheaper on Ebay, so..... Anyway. Move my search
to Ebay that was so. Many. Options. Super fancy looking diffusers, diffusers for use in the car (I think I'd just get a little too relaxed with a diffuser going out in my car!), Fancy-pants lumber and glass models - so many to choose from. After spending an embarrassing amount of time sifting through about 100 different
options, I finally saw the light and decided to just box Kmart – As always, Kmart delivered. A nice little aroma diffuser was available for only $20.00! Now it's a bloody bargain! Happy to have found yet another reasonable excuse to visit Kmart, I rushed to the store, grabbed my new diffuser (and some candles, a new
bedspread and book, because why the hell not - When in Kmart and all...) and went home to get my aromatherapies ON. Now that the story of my Kmart purchase has been covered, it's time for the actual review portion of this post! Kmart's aromatherapy diffuser is available for only $20! Click here to shop online. It's a



nice little round shape; simple, white and aesthetically not Mishic. Nothing too fancy, but not offensive to look at either. It looks like your run of mill aroma diffuser, made of the same kind of smooth white plastic. It has a single white light, with two different strengths, so it is convenient to set the mood. I imagine it would
also make for an excellent night light for the bedroom! The controls are very simple, with the usual light and fog buttons available. It turns off by itself when the water has been used up, so it's a de obviously plus.... And it works pretty well! Now to the negative side: Although I don't have any serious complaints about it,
there are a few things that I just find a little bit annoying. I guess I can't complain considering Kmart's diffuser is probably the cheapest you'll find anywhere but still... I found that the screw top lid is actually a little awkward to take on and off - I literally have to pick up the whole diffuser, jam a fingernail between the two
sections and pull upwards - something you very clearly don't want to do if there's water still in there, so it's a bit of a nuisance. Secondly, the maximum water filling line is strangely low. Of I assume this is due to diffuser form however, it means it doesn't stay on as long as my other diffusers (yes, plural – My goal is to
have one in every room of the house in the end!). That said, it does stay at least 2-3 hours, so I'm pretty happy either way. Just a minor drawback is everything! All in all, if you are looking for a budget friendly aromatherapy diffuser, you will find exactly what you are after in Kmart's Ultrasonic Aroma Diffuser. It's a
wonderful option in a pinch, especially as a starter diffuser. As always, another awesome Kmart win! Click here to checkout this super economical diffuser on Kmart's online store. FAQ's We've had a few questions sent in about our review of Kmart's awesome aroma diffuser, so we thought we'd update this post with
some answers! How much water does the Kmart Diffuser hold? Kmart's aroma diffuser holds about 1.5 cm of water. There is a sticker on the inside of the dome to mark the maximum waterline however with use this sticker dropped by my diffuser! What do I do if my Kmart Diffuser doesn't release steam? The most
common reason why the kmart diffuser does not release steam is that there may be too much water in it. Safely remove some of the water in your diffuser to bring it down to about 1-1.5cm (or down to the maximum waterline if yours hasn't peeled out yet!) and try again. If it still does not release steam, the product may
be defective, so we recommend returning it to your nearest store. Can I use Kmart's essential oils? As you can see, we are very fond of Kmart's Aroma Diffuser however, I am very picky with my essential oils! I've tried several different brands, including Kmart's essential oils, and although AROMA is there, the therapeutic
benefits are not and I'm all about only recommending products that A) I use myself and B) Am very happy with! For this reason, I would only recommend using certified organic oils: This accreditation ensures that all the ingredients are produced using only organic, top quality plants that ensure the best quality essential
oil. 23/9/18 EDIT: After several months of daily use, my Kmart diffuser is still going strong! It is one of 4 diffusers I actually use around the home. However, I've seen some negative feedback on the devices - especially within Kmart related Facebook Groups. It seems some buyers aren't as impressed with the budget
friendly diffuser as I was, with a few people reporting theirs didn't work as well as they had hoped or stopped working completely after a short time. This is usually caused by over fill diffuser (excess steam circulates within the device and can lead to the short circuit – this has happened to me before with a super fancy $80
diffuser I had once bought!) Although I am very happy with my diffuser, are they friends and family, I have them to, I would like to point out that this unit is, at the end of the day, a budget friendly solution. In my opinion it is a great product for everyone after a starter diffuser and serves its purpose in my home. FURTHER
READING: Save to Pinterest for later! 63 Shares Related Home Decorating Ideas, Home Organization &amp; Management, Kmart TrendsCheap Ultrasonic Piles, Essential Oils, Kmart Ultrasonic Diffuser Review Interest in essential oils has exploded in recent years, and many in the wellness world swear by the healing
qualities of these oils when it comes to treating stress, anxiety, headaches and insomnia. The increased popularity of this industry has also led to the creation of a relatively new piece of technology: the essential oil diffuser. Unlike oil burners, which use tealight candles to strain scent through heat, diffusers use water to
spread the scent of the essential oils. Simply pop a few drops of your chosen oil into the water tank and the unit diffuses the aroma around the room. There has been much research regarding the effectiveness of essential oils, and while some results have looked promising, more research is needed in this area, says
Healthline. Many experts see the use of these oils as low risk, so if they work for you, go with it. Essential oils don't work for everyone, but there's no harm in trying them as long as you use them safely, said Harpreet Gujral, program director of integrative medicine at Sibley Memorial Hospital, told John Hopkins Medicine.
Even if they just boost your mood, it can make a positive impact on your health and well-being. Even if using essential oils triggers the placebo effect in some people, that's still a good thing, psychologist Mark Moss from Northumbria University in the United Kingdom, told The Sydney Morning Herald. Certainly engaging
in behaviors that aren't harmful in any way, and in fact making you feel better, is beneficial, he said. So if you are on the hunt for an oil diffuser, Kmart is the place to go. A quick squiz of Kmart website shows that the dealer currently sells 10 different aroma diffusers. Yes, ten. In true Kmart fashion, diffusers are
aesthetically pleasing and affordable, with all the diffusers falling under a price range of $15 to $55. Here are our picks of bunch... -- USB Aroma Diffuser For only $15, this diffuser creates a soothing atmosphere and provides a soft lighting thanks to LED lights. It also contains a timer, so you can select the operation time
time times. This device charges via USB, so you can even plug it into your laptop and have it spread relaxing scents while you work. Picture: Kmart - Glass Aroma Diffuser Thanks to the glass body and LED lights inside, this diffuser can change color. This allows you to choose between (where it changes colour all the
time) or colour, including blue, yellow, green and purple. The addition of a timer also allows you to run the device for one, two or three hours or continuously. The 100ml capacity water tank allows for a five hour driving time without having to replenish. This diffuser will cost you $35. Picture: Kmart - Wood Look Aroma
Diffuser For a slightly different vibe, you might prefer the Wood Lock Aroma Diffuser for $39. It also comes with four-hour options (one, three and six hours as well as stable on) and has seven colour options that light up the thin line near the dials. The larger water tank allows for six hours of operating time without refilling.
Picture: Kmart - Aroma Diffuser with Bluetooth speaker This two-in-one device allows you to diffuse your essential oils while also listening to music via the built-in Bluetooth speaker. It also has an alarm clock in it too if you need it. The 300ml capacity tank allows for 10 hours of driving time without having to rebuild the
water, and you can choose from four hour options. It can also be changed to emit seven different color options. This diffuser enters the top end of the price range of $55. Picture: Kmart - Mirabella Smart Home Genio Wi-Fi Glass Aroma Diffuser For something a little more high tech, the Mirabella Smart Home Diffuser is
your best bet. You can connect this device to Wi-Fi and control it through the Mirabella Genio app. It also works with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa for voice control, making it an intuitive piece of equipment. It also has a timer and schedules so you can program the diffuser to turn on before you get home and arrive
at a nice smelling house. All for $49. Photo: Kmart Lifestyle August 10, 2020 Read more stories from TheLatch and follow us on Facebook. Tags: Health, Kmart, Shopping, Wellness Wellness
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